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A semigroup which is a band of groups is called a cryptogroup (see [4]). Let P bc a C-set 

m a cryptogroup S. Then, S(P) is ~~-regular (see [11D･ In this case, we simply say that S(P) 

rs a ~~ -cryptogroup. In this paper, the structure of ~~ -cryptogroups is investigated 

S1. Introductiom 

Let S be a regular semigroup, and Es the set of idempotents of S. Let P be a subset of 

Es Such that PnL ~ [1 and PnR~ [] for every ~-class L and ~-class R of S (where ~ 

and ~ are Green's L -and R-relations respectively). If the pair (S. P) of S and P satisfies 

(C.1) (1) P2cEs, 

(2) qPqcP for qeP, 

then we say that S(P) is weakly ~-regular. If (S, P) further satisfies 

(3) for any xeS, there exists x*eV(x) (where V(x) denotes the set of all 

inverses of x) such that xPlx*, x*PlxcP (where Pl is the adjunction 

of I to P), 

then S(P) is called ~-regular. In this case, x* above is called a ~~-inverse of x, and the set 

of all ~~_inverses of x is denoted by V~(x). 

If S(P) is ~~-regular and if V~(q) c P for every qeP, then S(P) is called strongly ~~-

regul ar. 

In a regular semrgroup S, a subset P of Es is called afull subset of Es if PnL ~ ~] and 

pnR~ [] for every ~-class L and ~-class R of S. Further, a full subset P of Es is called 

left [right] minimal if PnL [PnR] consists of a single element for every ~2-class L [~-

class R] of S. A full subset P of Es is called a C-set in S if it satisfies (1~(3) of (C.1) 

For example, if S rs a regular semigroup then S(Es) is ~~_regular if and only if S is 

orthodox. As another example, if S is a regular semigroup with special involution # 

(that is, a regular *-semigroup having # as its special involution; see [8]) and if Q is the set 

of all projections of S, then S(Q) is ~~-regulr and Q is a both left and right minimal full 

subset of Es' Conversely, if S(Q) is a ~~_regular semigroup and if Q is a both left and 

right minimal full subset of Es, then every element x of S has a unique ~~-inverse x# , and S 

becomes a regular *-semigroup having Q as its projections under the special involution # 
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defined by " ~c # (the ~~ mverse of x)". Hereafter, such a regular *-semigroup having # 

and Q as rts special involution and the projections respectively is denoted by S(Q, 

#). From the examples above, it is easy to see that the class of ~-regular semigroups 

contains both the class of orthodox semigroups and that of regular *-semigroups. The 

following shows a part of the connection between orthodox semigroups, inverse 

semrgroups, regular *-semrgroups and strongly ~~_regular semigroups 

THEOREM 1.1. Let S(P) be a ~~_regular semigroup. Then 

(1) P = Es tfandonly tfP is closed with respect to the multiplication. Hence, in this 

case S is orthodox. 

(2) S(P) is strongly ~~_regular tf and only tfpqeP implies qpePfor every p, qeP. 

(3) S(P) is a regular *-semigroup having P as its projections tf and only tfpqeP 

implies qpeP and pq= qp for p, qeP. 

(4) S(P) is an inverse semigroup tf and only tfpq = qp for p, qeP 

PROOF (1) Obvrous (2) The "if" part LetpeP and qeVg(P) Let pq = u and 
qp = v. Then, u, veP. Since uveEs, uv ~u and uv ~ v, we have p = uv. Similarly, vu 

= q. Since uveP, it follows that vueP. Hence, qeP, that is, S(P) is strongly ~~-

regular. The "only if" part: Let qpeP for p, qeP. Then, every ~~_inverse of pq is 

contained m P. Hence, qpeP since qp is a ~~_inverse of pq 

(3)' The if part' We need only to show that P is ap-system (see [8]). Suppose . '' ,, . 
that p ~2 q for p, qeP. Then, pq =peP. Therefore, pq = qp. Hence, p = q. Thus, each 

of L npand Rnpconsists of a single element for every ~-class L and ~~-class R. This 

implies that P is ap-system in S (4)' The if part' Letp qeP SincepqpeP pqp =ppq 

=pqeP. Therefore, Es = P2 c P that rs P E Thus ef fe for e feE That rs S(P)rs 

an mverse semrgroup 
The "only if" part For p qeP pq pqpeP Thus P cP and hence Es=P by (1) 

Since S(P) is an inverse semigroup, pq = qp for p, qeEs = P 

Further, we have the following 

THEOREM 1.2. Let S(P) be a ~~_regular semigroup. Then, S(P) is strongly ~~-regular 

tfand only tfp, q, heP and q ~7'h ~~ p imply that there exists ueP such that p ~2 u ~ q. 

PROOF The "if" part: Let peP, and p* a ~~-mverse of p Let pp q and p p 

= h. Then, q, hePand q ~~p~2h. Hence, there exists uePsuch that q ~7 u ~ h. Now, 

qh =p and hq = u. Since p* = hq = ueP, S(P) is strongly ~~-regular. The "only if" part 

Letp, q, heP, and q~7 h~~p. There exists ueV(h) such thatp ~u~q. Now, hu =pand uh 

= q. Since pq = h and qp = u and since pqeP, it follows that qpeP. Then, ueP. 

The basic properties of a ~~-regular semigroup and the structures of some special ~~_ 

regular semigroups have been studied in the previous papers [1l] and [ 12]. A regular 

semigroup is called a cryptogroup ifit is a band ofgroups (see [4])･ In this paper, we shall 

investigate the structure of ~'-regular cryptogroups (abbrev., ~~-cryptogroups) 
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S2. Fundamental properties 

A completely regular semigroup S is uniquely decomposed into a semilattice A of 

completely simple subsemigroups {Sh: AeA}. This decomposition is called the structure 

decomposttron of S and rs denoted by S-E{SA.' ~eA}. In this case A is unique up to 

isomorphism, and is called the structure semilattice of S 

It has been shown in [6] that an orthodox cryptogroup S is isomorphic to the spined 

product (hence, of course a subdirect product) of Es and a Clifford semigroup C (see [6]) 

That is, there exrsts a Clifford semrgroup C whose structure semilattice A rs the same as 

that of Es, such that S is isomorphic to the spined product Es~

let E -~:{E AeA} and C-~{Ch: ~eA} be the structure decompositions of Es and 

C. Then, 
Es~~lA C=~{EA x CA (direct product): AeA} (where ~ means disjoint sum), and the 

multiplication is given by 

(e, a) (f b)= (ef ab), 

and S;~Es~~A C. 

It is obvious that any ~~_regular semigroup is weakly ~~-regular. Conversely, 

LEMMA 2.1. For a cryptogroup S, S(P) is ~-regular tfand only tfit is weakly ~~-regular. 

PROOF The "only if" part rs obvlous Tl he "if" part: Let S(P) be a band A of 

groups {GA, ~eA}. Of course, each GA is an ~-class (where ~ denotes Green's H-

relation) of S(P). Let e~ be the identity of GA. Let xeH*;L (the ~-class containing eA, 

hence H.A = GA). Then, there exist p, q such that pq = eA. There exists x*eV(x)nHqp 

Now, xx* =p and x*x=q. For any heP, (xhx*)2 = xhx*. There exist G., G~ such that 

heG, and x*eG6' Then, xhx*eGk*6, and pqhqpeGA*6' Hence, xhx* =pqhqpeP 
Similarly, x*hxeP. Thus, x*eV~(x). Therefore, S(P) is ~~-regular 

Thus, for cryptogroups, weakly ~~_regulanty and ~~-regulanty are Just the same. It is 

well-known that a regular semigroup is an inverse semigroup if and only if every element 

has a unique inverse. Similarly, the following is interest as a characterization of a 

regular *-semigroup 

THEOREM 2.2. A ~~-regular semigroup S(P) is a regular *-semigroup S(P.' #) tfand 

only tf every element x of S(P) has a unique ~~_inverse. 

PROOF The "only if" part Suppose that S(P) rs a regular *-semigroup S(P, 
#). Then, it rs easy to see that x, # is a unique ~~-inverse of x for any element xeS(P) (see 

[8]). The "if" part: Assume that every element x of the ~~-regular semrgroup S(P) has a 

unique ~~-inverse x #. Suppose that a certain ~7-class L contains two different elements 

p, q of P. Since pq =p and qp = q, we have pPq =pqPqp cpPp c P and qPp = qpPpq 

cqPqcP. Since qeV(P), q is a ~~-inverse of p, and hence p=q. This is a 
contradiction. Thus, each ~7-class contains a unique element of P. Similarly, each ~~-

class contains a unique element of P. Therefore, P is a both left and right mmimal full 
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subset of Es, and accordingly S(P) becomes a regular *-semigroup S(P, #). 

S3･ Completely simple ~-regular semigroups 

First, we have: 

THEOREM 3.1. LetBbe a rectangular band, and Pafull subsetofB. Then, P is a C-set 

in B, and accordingly B(P) is ~~-regular 

PRooF. Since qPq = {q} c P for qeP, B(P) is weakly ~~_regular. Since B is of 

course a crypptogroup, it is also ~~-regular 

COROLLARY. tfB is a square band (see [8]), and P a both left and rightminimalfull 

subset ofB. Then, B(P) is ~~_regular, and it becomes a regular *-semigroup B(P; #) under the 

special involution # defined by x # = (the ~~-inverse of x). 

Next, we shall investigate the completely simple (weakly) ~~_regular semi-

groups. Let S be a completely simple semigroup. Then we can assume that S is a Rees 

I x J matrix semigroup over a group G with sandwich matrix Q; that is, S= M(G; I, J; Q) 

(see [1]). Let Q = [pji] UeJ, iel). 

LEMMA 3.2. For a completely simple semigroup S=M(G,' I, J,' Q) and for 
idempotents [pj7ii l]ij, [P.~k l]k., the following (1), (2) are equivalent.' 

(1) [pJii l]ij[P.~k l]k.eEs and [p.~kl Jk.[PJ7ii l]ijeEs' 

(2) [pJiil]ij[P~1] [P:Tl]ij=[p;~il]ij-
. *k k* J' 

PROoF. (1)=>(2): It is obvious that [p_.~k l]k.[pji _ Jij is an inverse of [pj~i l]ij[P*~kl]k*. 

Hence, [pJiil]ij[P.~kl]k.[P.~kl]k.[P;7il]ij=[pJ, J,J[p,k Jk.[pJ, J,JeE Then we have 

[P;~il]ij[P.~kl]k.[pJ:Til]ij= [PJiil]ij. (2)=>(1): Obvious. ~ 

By the result above, we have: 

LEMMA 3.3. LetSbe a completely simple semigroup, andPafull subset ofEs' Then, 

the following (1) and (2) are equivalent: 

(1) P2cEs' 

(2) For any qeP, qPq={q}-

Further, S(P) is ~~-regular tf and only tf it satisfies one of (1) and (2). 

PROoF. The first part follows from Lemma 3.2. It is obvious that if S(P) is ~~-

regular then P satisfies (1)and (2). Conversely, suppose that P satisfies (1)or (2). Then 

S(P) is weakly ~~-regular. Since S is a cryptogroup, S(P) is ~~-regular 

Suppose that P is a C-set in S=M(G.' I, J,' Q). Let T= {(i, j)elx J: [p;~i l]ijeP}. 

Then of course 
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(C.3) (1) for any iel, there exists jeJsuch that (i, j)eT, and 

(2) for any jeJ, there exists iel such that (i, j)eT. 

Since P is a C-set, [pJii l]ijLp.~k l]k. = [p.~i l]i, for (i, j), (k, s)e T.' Hence, pJii I Pj7k I P~ 1 

=p*~i l, that is, p;~i I Pjk =p*~i I P*k. 

Thus Q = [p~.] satisfies the following: 

(C.4) pJii I Pjk =p*~i I P*k for any (i, j), (k, s)eT. 

Conversely, suppose that T is a subset of lxJsuch that it satisfies (C.3). In this 

case, if Q = [P~.] satisfies (C.4), then S(P) is weakly ~'-regular, and hence ~~-regular, with 

respect to P= { [p;Ti l]ij : (i, j)e T}. 

First, it is obvious that P is a full subset of Es' For any [pJ'i l]ij, [P.~kl]k.eP, 

[PJ, l,J[P.k lk. LpJ, pjklP.~kl]' = [p.~il]i. (by (C.4))eEs' Hence rt follows from 
'* 

Lemma 3.3 that S(P) is weakly ~~-regular, and accordingly ~~_regular. Thus, we have 

THEOREM 3.4. Let S=M(G,' I, J, Q) be a completely simple semigroup, and Q 

= [P~.]･ Let T be a subset of lx J such that 

(1) T satisfies (C.3), and 

(2) P={[pJ~il]ij.' (i,j)eT} satisfies (C.4), 

then S(P) is ~~-regular. Further, every completely simple ~~_regular semigroup is 

constructed in this fashion. 

Let S(P)be a ~~_regular semigroup. Let T be a regular subsemigroup of S, and put 

U=PnT. Then, T (U) is called a ~~-regular subsemigroup of S(P) if T (U) is ~~-

regular. Let S1 (PI ) and S2 (P2 ) be ~~-regular semigroups, and f.' S1 (P1)~>S2 (P2 ) a 

homomorphism. Then, f is called a ~~-homomorphism if PJ= Sifnp2' Let S(P) be a 

~~_regular semigroup, and T a congruence on S(P). Let XT = ~ for xeS, and X= {~ 

xeX} for a subset X of S. Then, ST(p~) is a ~)-regular semigroup, which we call thefactor 

~~-regular semigroup ofS(P) mod T and denote by S(P)/(T)~･ Hereafter, this congruence 

T is especually called a ~~_congruence. Hence, a congruence and a ~~_congruence 

are essentially the same. A bijective ~~-homomorphism is called a ~~_isomorphism 

Hereafter, a ~-regular band is simply called a ~~_band. Let E(P), S(Q)be a rectangular 

~~-band and a completely simple ~-regular semigroup, and E(P) x S(Q)= T (U) the 

direct product of E(P) and S(Q), where U= { (p, q): peP and qeQ}. Then, T (U) is ~~'_ 

regular. This T (U) is called a ~~_directproduct of E(P) and S(Q) (for the general case, 

see S5). Let V be a subdirect product of E and S. Let (e, x)eV. Then, there exists (f 

x~1)e V, where x~1 is the group inverse of x andfeE. Then (e, x) (f x~1)= (rf h), 

where h = xx ~ I . Similarly, (f x~1) (e, x)= (fe, h). Hence, (ef, h) (f x~1) (fe, h)= (e, 

x~1)eV. Hence, V is a completely simple semigroup. Let K={(p, q)eV: peP and 

qeQ}. If V(K) is ~~_regular, then V(K) is a ~~-regular subsemigroup of E(P)xg S(Q) 

= T (U), where E(P) >
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is called a ~~_subdirect product of E(P) and S(Q). 

We shall show later the following: Any completely simple ~~_regular semigroup S(U) 

rs ~~-rsomorphic to a ~~-subdirect product of a rectangular ~-band E(P) and a completely 

simple *-semigroup T(Q; #). Conversely, a ~~-subdirect product S(U) of a rectangular 

~~-band E(P) and a completely simple *-semigroup T(Q; #) is a completely simple ~~_ 

regular semigroup 

EXAMPLES. I . Let S = M(G; I, J; Q ) be a completely simple semigroup such that Q 

= [pji], where pji=1 for all U', i)eJxl. Then, Es={[1]ij: (i, j)elxJ}. Let T be a 

subset ofl x J, and assume that T satisfies (C.3). Then, P= {[1]ij: (i, j)eT} is a C-set in S, 

and S(P) rs g~_regular. In particular, S(Es)is ~~-regular and is orthodox 

2. Let S be a completely simple semigroup: S=M(G; I, J; Q). Let Tbe a subset of 

I x J and assume that T satisfies (C.3). Further, assume that Q = [p~.] satisfies pji = 1 

for (i,j)eTand p,i=pjkl for (i,j), (k, s)eT. Put P= {[1]ij: (i,j)eT}･ Then, S(P) is ~~-

regular. In particular, consider the case where I= J and pii = I for all (i, i)el x I and pit 

=pt~i I for all (i, t)el x I. Let T=1 x I, and P= {[1]ii: (i, i)eT}. Then, Tsatisfies (C.3) and 

S(P)is ~~-regular. In fact, in this case S(P) is a regular *-semigroup S(P; #). Further, it 

has been shown in [5] that every completely simple regular *-semigroup is constructed in 

this fashion 

S4. ~~-Bamds 

Let B be a band, and B-~{BA.' ~eA} the structure decomposition of B. Let P 

c B. If B(P) is ~~-regular, then BA(P~), where Pk = BAnp, is also ~-regular, that is, P~ is 

a full subset of Bh. Conversely, Iet PA be a full subset of BA for all ~eA. Then, BA (PjL ) is 

~~_regular, but P=E{PA.' ~eA} is not necessarily a C-set in B, and hence B(P) is not 

necessarily ~~_regular. However, we can construct the least C-set Qp containing P as 

follows: 

Let pl' p2, "' , pne P, and consider the element plp2 " 'p. _ IpnPn- I " 'P~P1 ' Let Qp be 

all these elements, that is, Qp = {plp2 " 'p~ _ IpnPn - I " 'P2P1 (n arbitrary): pie P for all i = 1, 

2, ... , n}. Then, clearly qQpq c Qp for any qeQp. Hence, Qp is a C-set in B and Qp 

:D P. It is obvious that any C-set (in B) containing P contains Qp. Therefore, Qp is the 

least C-set containing P. Ofcourse, if Pitselfis a C-set in B, then Qp = P. Hence, we have 

THEOREM 4.1. Let B be a band, and P afull subset of B. 

Let Qp = {plp2 " 'pn- IPmPn- I " 'P2Pl (n arbitrary): pie Pfor i= 1, 2, ... , n}. Then, Qp is 

the least C-set containing P, andB(Qp) is ~~_regular. Further, every ~~_bandis constructed 

in this fashion. 

Consider special kinds of bands, in particular the class of regular bands and that of 

normal bands. Let B be a regular band, and define multiplication ' in B as follows 

(C.5) a'b=aba for a, beB. 
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　　Then，逓（・）1s　a1so　a　band　Let　P　be　a　fu11subset　ofβ（not　of週（・））　Then，1t1s　easy

to　seethatρ助⊂1）1fandon1y1fP（・）1sasubbandof届（・）　Hence，P1s　a　Gsetm丑1fand－

on1y1f　P（◎）1s　a　subband　of週（o）

　　Therefore，we　have二

　　THE0REM42　　ムα週5θα肥8一〃〃ろαη4伽6アoノカ11醐加αρブ週　　τ加〃，戸弧o　C－8勿卿

3グα〃0吻グp（・）加α〃肋α〃〆夙・〉

　　Next，1et週be　a　norma1band　It1s　we11－known　thatβ1s　a　strong　sem11att1ce■of

rectangu1arbands｛βλλ∈■｝　That1s，thereex1sts　atrans1t1ve　system｛φ茅α〉β，α，β∈■｝

ofhomomorph1sms砺β、→ββsuch　that　the　product　ofα∈週λandわ∈週δ1s　g1ven　by肋

＝（oφ麦δ）（みφ貧δ）（see［10］）一In　this　case，denote丑by逓＝4（ガλ∫ムφ弘Then　we　have：

　　THE0REM43　　ZθプP加αル〃8泌8αげα〃oグ肋α1ろ伽∂丑＝・9（ガλ，4φ房）　ムぴP∩週λ

＝Pλノ加θαo乃λ∈■・　7乃θ〃，ム（ア）加9一肥g〃〃グαη∂o〃ケグ戸、φ多⊂アβ．1加α，β∈■〃ゴ肋α〉凪

　　PR00且　The“if”part：Obvious．The“on1y　if”part：Letρ∈P，a皿dα＞β．Since

週（一P）1s9－regu1arρアβρ⊂Pβ　Hence，〃P＝⑫砺）9⑫砺）＝ア砺⊂戸βfor　g∈Pβ

　　竃5・　喫一Cry鮮⑪gr⑪㎜脾

　　Let8（P）andザ（ρ）be9－regu1ar　sem1groups　Cons1der　the　d．1rect　product〃of8

andザ，that1s，豚＝8×ザ　　Let　K＝｛⑫，g）∈8×ザρ∈P　and　g∈ρ｝　Then　豚（K）1s9－

regu1ar　Th1s豚（K）1s　ca11ed肋θ9一励肥αρグo励αof8（ア）andγ（ρ），and－d－enoted－by

8（P）斉γ（ρ）　Letτ（PT）be　a9－regu1ar　subsem1group　of豚（K）＝8（P）挙ザ（2），where

1㌔＝τ∩K．　Ifthe　irst　and　second　pr句ections　ofτ（一PT）to8（1））and一ザ（2）are　su旬ective

9－ho：momorph1s二ms，then　τ（Pr）1s　ca11edα9－8〃ろ伽θαμo肋αof8（戸）and

γ（2）　Now，we　cons1d－er　the　spec1a1case　where8（ア）andγ（ρ）are9－cryptogroups

　　Let■（P）and週（2）be9－cryptogroups，andノ～Σ｛■プλ∈■｝andβ～Σ｛万ズλ∈■｝

be　the　structure　decompos1t1ons　of／and週respect1ve1y，and二put　Pλ＝P∩ノλand2λ

＝2∩βλわrλ∈刈weassumethat／andβhavethesamestructuresem11att1ce■）　Then
each■λ（Pλ）［届λ（ρλ）］is9－regu1aL　Let8（σ）＝Σμλ（アλ）詳βλ（ρλ）jλ∈■｝，whereσ

＝Σ｛Pλ×ρλ（cartes1an　product）λ∈■｝　Then，of　course8（σ）1s　a1so　a　cryptogroup

under　the　mu1t1p11cat1on（α，6）（c，♂）＝（06。〃）　Now，1et（c，f）∈Pλ×Qλand一（乃，z）∈戸δ

×2δ　Then1t1seasytoseethat（θ，∫）（ん，ご）∈亙8and（θ，∫）（ん，〃）（θ，∫）∈σ　Hence，8（σ）1s

weak1y9－regu1ar．and　accordmg1yグーregu1ar　Th1s8（σ）1s　ca11ed．9一Ψ卿〃μo伽αof

刈戸）and一夙2），and　denoted　byノ（P）弟β（ρ）　Now，1etτ（γ）be　a弘regu1ar

subsemigroup　of刈P）亭冴（ρ）such　that

　　（C6）　（1）　the丘rst　and　second　prqect1ons　of8（σ）＝■（P）率β（2）are　su巧ect1ve

　　　　　　　　　9－homomorph1sms　of1『（γ）onto刈P）and別g）respect1ve1y，and
　　　　　　（2）　（α，わ）∈τ（γ）imp1ies（ガ1，わ一1）∈τ（γ），whereガ1，ポ1are　the　group

　　　　　　　　　inverses　ofα，わrespective1y，
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then T(V) is called a ~~_subspined product of A (P) and B(Q), and denoted by 
A(P)~BA~~~ (Q), etc. 

Now, Iet S(P:1 be a ~~-cryptogroup, and S - ~{SA .' ~eA} the structure decomposition 

of S. Let SAnp=PA for each ~eA. Then, SA(PA) is a completely simple ~-regular 

semigroup. Now, S(P) is a band ofgroups {Gv" yeF}, where Fis a band and each Gv is 

an ~-class (where ~ep is Green's H-relation). Let F-~{FA.' ~eA} the structure 

decomposition ofF. Let v be the least strong ~~_congruenc~ on S(P). This is given as 

follows (see [1l]): Let v be the transitive closure of the relation v' defined by v' = { (a, 

b)eSx S.' V~(a)nV~(b)~[]}. Then, it follows from [12] that v is the least strong ~~_ 

congruence on S(P) which makes S(P) to a regular *-semigroup S(P.' #) = S(P)/(v)~, 

where xv=~ and ~={~: xeX} for any subset X of S(P). Now, S~(p)=U{Gy.-
yeF}･ Further, it follows from [1l] that x v y implies x, yeSA for some ~eA. Since a 

homomorphic image of a completely simple semigroup is completely simple (see [3]). SAlv 

is completely simple. Therefore, S~(p) has the structure decomposition S~(i5)_I{S~(pA) 

~eA}, and each S~A(P~) is a completely simple *-semigroup S~(i5A, #). Since S~(P~) = U{Gy 

veF}, S~(P~) is also a band of groups. Hence, ~(~, #) is a *-cryptogroup (that is, a regular 

*-semrgroup which is a cryptogroup). Next, define p on S(P)as follows: x p y if and only 

ifx,yeGyfor some yeF. Let ey be theidentity ofGy. Let xp =~and X={~.' xeX} for X 
c S(P). Then, it is easy to see that S1~(p)=S(P)/(p )~ is a ~~-band, and ~ve~~ = ~y8' Hence, 

S(P) = {~y: yeF} is isomorphic to F. . Now, Iet x, yeSA(PA) and assume that 

x(pnv)y. Then, x, yeG~ for some 5eF. Since xy~lvyy~1, we have xy~1=e6' and 
hence x =y. Therefore, f.' S(P)->S~(P~)~i~(p; #) defined by xf= (~, j~) is a ~~_ 

isomorphism of S(P) to S(P)f= {(~, ~).' xeS(P)} c S~(P~)~ejA~ S~(p,. #). Let S(P)f= T(Q), 

where Q = { (P, p): pe P}･ Then, it is easy to see that T (Q) is a g~_regular subsemigroup of 

S~(P~)>~lA*~ ~(p; #) and is a ~~-subspined product of Sr(p~) and S(P,･ #). Conversely, Iet E(P) be 

a ~-band, and T (Q, #) a *-cryptogroup. Then, T (Q,' #) is a band F of groups {Ty ' 

yeF}･ Assume that E(P) and T (Q, #) have the same structure semilattice A, and E 

- Z{EA: ~eA} and T- ~{ TA .' ~eA} the structure decompositions of E and Trespectively, 

and put Ph = Ehnpand QA=QnThfor each ~eA. Let S(U) be a ~~-subspined product of 
E(P) and T (Q,' #); that is, S(U) = E(P)~~~~~' T (Q,' #). Then, S(U) is of course a ~~-regular 

semigroup. For any eeE(P), there exists aeS(U) such that (e, x)=a for some xeTy 

Now, Iet S.,y={(e, x)eEx Ty; (e, x)eS(U)}. Let (e, x), (e,y)eS.,y. Then, (e, x) (e, y) 

= (e, xy)eS(U). Hence, (e,x) (e,y)eS.,y. Further, e, xhave group inverses e~1=eand 

x~1 in E and Ty respectively. Therefore, (e, x~1)eS(U)nS.,y. Thus, S.,y is a 

group. Hence, S(U)=~{S.,y.' eeE and yeF} such that S.,y~[]. Further, for (e, 
a)eS.,y and (f b)eSf,6, (e, a) (f b)= (ef, ab)eS.f,y6' that rs S. ySf ~ c S.f y6' Therefore, 
S(U) is a band of the groups {S.,v' eeEand yeFsuch that S. v ~ []'}. Th~s, S(U) is a ~~_ 

cryptogroup. 

By the result above, we have: 

THEOREM 5.1. Every ~~-cryptogroup is ~~_isomorphic to a ~~-subspinedproduct S(U) 
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ofa ~-band E(P) and a *-cryptogroup T (Q, #). Conversely, any ~~-subspinedproduct 

S(U) of a ~~-band E(P) and a *-cryptogroup T (Q, #) is a ~~_cryptogroup. 

The structure of *-cryptogroups has been clarified in [9]. The theorem above is a 

generalization of the structure theorem (Theorem 4, [6]) for strictly inversive semigroups 

(that is, orthodox cryptogroups) to the class of ~~_regular cryptogroups. In fact: Let S be 

an orthodox cryptogroup and S-~{S ~eA}the structure decomposrtron ofS. Then, 

Es has the structure decomposition Es ~ ~{EA.' ~eA}, where Ek = ShnEs' Further, 

S(Es) and SA(EA) are ~~-regular. Now let xp =j~ and xv = j~ for xeS, and X= {j~.' xeX} 

and ~={X.' xeX} for XcS. Then, ~(E~s)=S(Es)1(p)~ is isomorphic to the band 

Es' On the other hand, the least strong g~_congruence v on S(Es)is the least inverse 

semigroup congruence on S (see [2], [7]), and hence S(Es) = S(Es )/(v)~ is a Clifford semi-

group. Further, each Sh(EA) is a group. Let T= {(j~, ~): xeS}-. Then, it follows 
from the result above that S is isomorphic to T= ~(E~s)~~~~i) '~(E~s)' Now, IetTA = { (~.~), 

xeSA}for ~eA. Let (j~, y)eS x S Then (x y) (xx yxx xx yxx~1)eTA 
Therefore, TA = SA x S Hence T rs the spmed product S t~3S of S and S. No.w, 

S - E Therefore, S is isomorphic to the spined product of Es and the Clifford 
semigroup S~. This is just the structure theorem for strictly inversive semigroups given 

by [6]. 

As a special case of the theorem above, if S(P) is a completely simple ~~-regular 

semigroup, then the structure semilattice of S consists of a single element. Therefore, we 

have the following as a corollary to Theorem 5.1: 

COROLLARY. A completely simple ~~_regular semigroup S(P) is ~~'_isomorphic to a 

~~-subdirect product of a rectangular ~~-band E(Q) and a completely simple *-semigroup 

T (K,' #). Conversely, a ~~_subdirect product S(P) of a rectangular ~~_band E(Q) and a 

completely simple *-semigroup T (K,' #) is a completely simple ~'-regular semigroup. 

S6. Stromgly ~~-regular cryptogrowps 

Let B be a band, and P a C-set in B. Then, B(P) is ~~-regular. Let v be the least 

strong ~~-congruence on B(P). Then, B(P)=B(P)/(v)~, is the regular *-semigroup 
having P as the projections, where ~= xv and X= {~.' xeX} for XcB. Let Qp = {eeB.' ~ 

=~ for some qeP}. 

Then, 

LEMMA 6.1. B(Qp) is strongly ~-regular. 

PROoF. Let eeQp. Then, there exists qeP such that ~ = ~. Hence, q v e, and 

qeP. Let fe V~(e) in B(Qp). Then, ~p~ifc ~p = p and similary fP~~cp. Further, 
fe V (e~･ Hence,fe V~(e~ in ~(p~). Since ~(p~) is a regular *-semigToup, a ~-inverse of~( 

= ~) is unique, and hence f= ~ = ~. Therefore, fe Qp. Further, eQ~epe = ~p~ = q~Pq c ~, 

and accordingly eQpe c Qp. Thus, Qp is a C-set. Therefore, B(Qp) is strongly ~~-regular 

Conversely, 
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LEMMA 6.2. Let B(U) be a strongly ~~-regular semigroup, and v the least strong ~~-

congruence on B(U). Let ~(~)=B(U)/(v)~ where xv =~ and ~= {j~: xeX} for X 

cB. Then, U= {xeB.' ~= ti for some ue U}-

PROOF. This follows from [1l]. 

Thus, we have: 

THEOREM 6.3. Let B be a band, and P a C-set in B. Let v be the least strong ~~-

congruence on the ~~-band B(P). Let xv = X and X= {~.' xeX} for XcB. Let Qp = {xeB.' 

j~= ~ for some qeP}. 

Then, B(Qp) is strongly ~~_regular. Every C-set U such that B(U) is strongly g~-

regular is obtained in this fashion. 

Next, Iet S be a cryptogroup. Assume that S(P)is strongly ~~_regular. In this case, 

each ~-class is a group. Of course, S is a band F of groups {Gv" veF}･ Let ev be the 

identity of Gy for each yeF. Then, S(P)/(~)~= ~(P~, where x~ = ~ and X= {j~.' xeX} 

for XcS, is isomorphic to F; an isomorphism g is given by ~ g= yif xeGy. Let A = {p~g 

peP}. Then, clearly r(A) is ~~_isomorphic to S?(p~･ Now, Iet p~7~~!~, where p, u, 

qeP. Since S(P) rs strongly ~~)_regular, pa =pand u~;p~ = ~. Hence, pu ~~ p and up ~ u, 

and accordingly p~2 u. Similarly, u ~ q. Hence, there exists vePsuch that p ~ v ~ 

q. Therefore, p ~ ~ ~7 ~. Similarly, p ~~ ~ ~ ~ implies that p ~7 ~ ~ ~ for some 

v e P. Thus, ~(P~ is strongly g~_regular, and hence F(A) is strongly ~~_regular 

From the results above, we easily obtain the following: 

THEOREM 6.4. Let S(P) be a strongly ~~_regular semigroup. Then, S(P) is ~~-

isomorphic to a ~~-subspined product of a strongly ~-regular band T (Q) and a *-

cryptogroup W ( U, #). 
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